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TOP QUARK PAIR PRODUCTION IN e+e�ANNIHILATION NEAR THRESHOLD�M. Je»abekInstitute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Craow, Polandand Institute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Poland(Reeived November 4, 1999)Reent progress in alulations of the total ross setion for top quarkpair prodution near threshold is reviewed. Di�erent top quark mass def-initions adequate for threshold studies are disussed. A relation betweenthe potential subtrated mass and the 1S mass is studied. The potentialsubtrated 1S mass is de�ned whih inorporates attrative features of bothshemes.PACS numbers: 12.15.�y, 12.38.Bx, 14.65.Ha1. IntrodutionReently an impressive progress has been ahieved in alulations of rosssetions for top quark pair prodution in e+e� annihilation near threshold.A future linear ollider (LC) operating at energies lose to t�t threshold willbe an ideal mahine to study properties of the top quark. Prospets thatLC will be built during the next deade stimulate growing interest in preisetheoretial desription of this reation. In this artile I onentrate only onnew developments in the years 1998-99. Older alulations are desribed inreviews, see e.g. [1�7℄ and referenes ited therein. In Se. 2 a onsiderableinrease of preision is desribed due to new mass de�nitions [8, 9℄ whihare more adequate than the pole mass [10, 11℄ for threshold studies of thetotal ross setion. The potential subtrated 1S mass is proposed as a om-bination of the potential subtrated [8℄ and the 1S [9℄ mass de�nitions forthe top quark. In Se. 3 a brief review of reent alulations of higher orderorretions is presented.� Presented at the Summer Institute '99, Yamanashi, Japan, August 15�21, 1999, andat the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Reent Developments inTheory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland, September 15�22, 1999.(3317)



3318 M. Je»abek2. Mass de�nitions2.1. Pole mass and potential subtrated massOne of the main goals of top quark physis at LC is a preise determina-tion of top quark mass. Expeted luminosities and beam energy resolutionsare so good that a measurement of this mass with preision better than100 MeV is oneivable from experimental point of view. Even better prei-sion of theoretial studies is therefore mandatory. At present there are a fewsoures of theoretial unertainties. One of them, relativisti orretions areonsidered in the following setion. In this setion we use non-relativisti ap-proximation and onsider the top quark as a stable partile haraterized bythe pole mass mpole. In this approximation interations between t and �t aredesribed by an instantaneous hromostati potential whih in momentumspae is onventionally written asV (q) = �CF 4��V (q)q2 ; (1)where q2 = jqj2 denotes the square of (three)momentum transfer q andCF = 4=3. This formula looks quite similar to the well known Coulombpotential. However, for our purposes we need a better preision and annotneglet q dependene of the funtion �V . In QCD the oupling �V is runningand at present its evolution is known up to two-loop auray [12, 13℄ inperturbative alulations. The oupling �V an be expressed in terms of theonventional strong oupling onstant �MS and the relation inluding terms�3MS has been derived in [12℄. The oupling �MS (q) is also running and the�rst four oe�ients (�0; : : : ; �3) are known for its renormalization group �funtion. Two-loop auray means that all these oe�ients are inluded inthe renormalization group equation for �MS and �V is alulated inludingalso terms �3MS . We shall also use �V alulated in one-loop auray, i.e.inluding one order less in the relation between �V and �MS as well as inthe renormalization group equation for �MS (q). Conventionally �MS (MZ),i.e. the value of the strong oupling onstant at Z0 peak is used as a startingpoint for the evolution.The oupling �V (q) grows with dereasing q and around 1 GeV beomesomparable to or larger than 1, and eventually at some point even in�nite.In this range of q we annot trust perturbative expansions and are foredto use some non-perturbative methods or extra phenomenologial input toalulate the potential V (q). Unfortunately the Lippmann-Shwinger equa-tion for the energy levels of t�t system ontains an integral over momentumtransfers inluding the dangerous region of low q. Therefore, we have toestimate how muh are the energies of toponium states a�eted by ontri-butions from this region. In other words we have to estimate theoretial



Top Quark Pair Prodution in e+e� Annihilation : : : 3319unertainties due to present poor knowledge of the non-perturbative QCDpotential. Let qm be a momentum transfer suh that for q > qm a per-turbative formula Vpert(q) is su�iently aurate whereas for q < qm somenon-perturbative expression should be used. In the following disussion weassume that mpole = 175 GeV and qm = 3 GeV. As the non-perturbativepotential we hoose the one proposed by Rihardson [14℄. Rihardson po-tential depends on a non-perturbative parameter �R whih after Fouriertransformation to the position spae an be determined from the slope ofthe linear on�ning potential. A suessful desription of b�b and � nS statesis obtained for �R = 0:4 GeV. A formula for the Rihardson potential aswell as a desription of its numerial implementation are given in [15℄, seeAppendix A therein. For the perturbative part of the potential we use �V (q)alulated with one-loop auray and �MS (MZ) = 0:118 . In the pole masssheme the binding energies of toponium states are de�ned asEpoler = Mr � 2mpole ; (2)where Mr denotes the rest mass of the state r. Thus Epole1S is the bindingenergy of the 1S state.In Table I the values of Epole1S are given for a few values of �R. As alreadyexplained the realisti values are obtained for �R around 0.4 GeV. In theTABLE IBinding energies and energy shifts for toponium resonanes in the pole mass and inthe potential subtrated mass sheme for di�erent values of �R and �f = 5 GeV.�R Epole1S 2Æm(�f ) EPS1S (�f ) EPS2S (�f ) EPS3S (�f ) EPS4S (�f )0.01 � 2.273 0.827 � 1.446 0.152 0.559 0.6680.1 � 2.616 1.171 � 1.445 0.163 0.602 0.7860.2 � 2.785 1.340 � 1.445 0.171 0.629 0.8480.4 � 2.956 1.511 � 1.445 0.184 0.679 0.9490.6 � 3.014 1.567 � 1.447 0.197 0.725 1.0421.0 � 2.928 1.474 � 1.454 0.228 0.828 1.234range 0.2�0.6 GeV the variation of Epole1S is reasonably moderate and onean onlude that determination of mpole from a measurement of 1S statemass M1S is possible with theoretial unertainty of order 100 MeV dueto ontributions from the non-perturbative region. Even for a very drastihange of the phenomenologial potential and �R = 0:01 GeV the hangein mpole for �xed M1S is about 350 MeV. All this means that 1S toponiumstate is too small to be a�eted signi�antly by momentum transfers belowqm. In fat the situation is muh better than it follows from a moderate



3320 M. Je»abekdependene of Epole1S on �R. The latter is due to a dependene of mpole onsmall momentum transfers. Beneke proposed [8℄ to replae mpole by thepotential subtrated (PS) massmPS(�f ) = mpole � Æm(�f ) ; (3)where Æm(�f ) = �12 Zq<�f d3q(2�)3 V (q) : (4)In Eq. (4) �f is an arbitrary parameter larger than qm, i.e. �f should behosen in the region of momentum transfers where the perturbative expan-sion is su�iently aurate. Furthermore it an be demonstrated that suha de�nition orresponds to a mass parameter whih is not sensitive to smallmomentum transfers [8℄. Let us de�ne the energy shift1 for a state r in thePS sheme as EPSr (�f ) = Mr � 2mPS(�f ) : (5)It follows that EPSr (�f ) = Epoler + 2Æm(�f ) : (6)In Table I the values of 2Æm(�f ) are given for �f = 5 GeV and a few valuesof �R. As expeted this quantity also hanges with �R. It is remarkable,however, that the variations of 2Æm(�f ) and Epole1S anel eah other and theenergy shift for 1S bound state beomes surprisingly stable, see Table I. Theenergy shifts for nS bound states up to n=4 are also given in Table I. It isseen that the dependene on �R is reasonably small for 2S state. However for3S and 4S a signi�ant dependene on �R persists whih means that theseradial exitations are spatially large enough to be a�eted by low momentumtransfers.Coming bak to 1S state we observe that the preision whih an beahieved in determination of mPS is dominated by the measurement ofM1S ,f. Eq. (5). Contrary to a widespread belief in this ase the large width ofthe top quark does not help at all by utting o� non-perturbative dynamisat low momentum transfers and large spatial distanes. In the real world thetoponium 1S resonane has the width of about 3 GeV whih is a large numberwhen ompared to 100 MeV preision to be ahieved in determination of thetop quark mass. Of ourse, for larger energies, say 2 GeV or more above1S level the top width helps. However, for a measurement loated in energylose to 1S state a real problem is how to unravel its e�ets.1 `Binding energy' would be a misleading terminology beause, depending on the valuesof �f the energy shifts for some or even all bound states an be positive.



Top Quark Pair Prodution in e+e� Annihilation : : : 33212.2. Potential subtrated 1S massReently Hoang and Teubner have observed [9℄ that it is very onvenientto perform alulations in a sheme in whih the mass of the top quark isde�ned simply as one half of M1S in the limit of zero top width. Theyproposed the name 1S mass for suh mass parameter and demonstratedthat it is a short distane one, i.e. unlike the pole mass is not sensitiveto dynamis at large distanes. I think that it is useful to onsider theirproposal as a ondition on the mass parameter �f in PS sheme. In fat itis straightforward to �nd �1S suh thatEPS1S (�1S) = 0 : (7)One an also show that �1S is in the perturbative regime and orrespondsto a typial momentum transfer for 1S bound state. The orrespondingpotential subtrated massmP1S = mPS(�1S) = 12M1S (8)is by de�nition a 1S mass. It is also lear why 1S mass is a better shemethan 2S or 3S mass shemes. The energies of higher radial exitations aresimply more a�eted by non-perturbative small momentum transfers.A very good stability of EPS1S (�f = 5GeV) guarantees that the mass pa-rameter �1S does not depend on non-perturbative parameters like �R. Onthe other hand it depends on the dynamis in the perturbative regime. Inpartiular �1S depends on the value of �MS (MZ) and on the order of pertur-bative alulations. For example: at one-loop auray and for �MS (MZ)=0.15, 0.18 and 0.21 the orresponding values of �1S are equal to 13.26 GeV,13.63 GeV and 14.00 GeV, respetively.2.3. RemarksIt is evident that the short distane masses disussed in this setion aresuperior and more onvenient than the pole mass in studies of the total rosssetion near threshold. Does it mean that the pole mass is a totally uselessonept whih should be abandoned for permanently on�ned quarks? Ibelieve that the answer to this question will be no. I do so beause there areother ross setions and distributions whih an be measured in experimentalstudies near threshold. They are less inlusive than the total annihilationross setion and in onsequene more di�ult from theoretial point ofview. It is not preluded that the pole mass an be a good parameter todesribe some of them. For example: it is plausible that the invariant massdistribution of top quark deay produts has a maximum lose to the polemass rather than to 1S mass. Of ourse the orresponding mass parameter



3322 M. Je»abekan be extrated with a limited auray. At some level of preision it willbe neessary to deide if a pion, whih is slow in t�t enter of mass, belongsto deay produts of t or to deay produts of �t and this may be impossibleeven in priniple.3. Top width and higher order orretionsFor enter-of-mass energies lose to the t�t threshold the top quarks areprodued with nonrelativisti veloities v � 1. Therefore nonrelativistiapproximation is a good starting point. However a high preision determi-nation of the top quark mass requires a systemati study of higher orderorretions inluding relativisti and radiative orretions. In omparisonto bound state problems like spetrosopy of positronium or hydrogen-likeions, whih have been studied in QED, a novel feature of t�t prodution nearthreshold is a very large width of this system. In their pioneering workFadin and Khoze [16℄ showed how to inorporate the top width into theoret-ial desriptions. They proposed to use Green funtion rather than bindingenergies and wave funtions for individual resonanes. Their Leading Orderapproah (LO) was further developed in [17�19℄. In partiular QCD statipotential was inluded at one-loop auray level and Next-to-Leading Order(NLO) ontributions in nonrelativisti expansion were alulated to forward�bakward asymmetry [20℄ and top quark polarization [21, 22℄. These earlystudies were done in the pole mass sheme, so a onsiderably better au-ray an be obtained by using one of the short distane masses disussedin Se. 2. Further progress annot be ahieved without performing alu-lations at Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) inluding orretions oforder v2, �sv and �2s. This problem is very ompliated beause in alula-tions of Green funtion relativisti and radiative orretions do not fatorizeand have to be onsider simultaneously.During last two years a number of papers appeared presenting alula-tions at NNLO level and using ompletely di�erent tehniques [9,23�31℄. Inpartiular in [9, 28�31℄ a omplete NNLO results are presented. Qualita-tively all these alulations agree quite well. NNLO orretions produe animportant shift in the binding energies, i.e. in the position of the threshold,and a signi�ant inrease of the normalization for the total ross setion.However, a rather large unertainty remains in the normalization due tosale dependene in NNLO orretions. At a more quantitative level a de-tailed omparison is di�ult beause di�erent mass de�nitions are used bydi�erent groups.An important new theoretial development is the so-alled PotentialNon-Relativisti QCD [32℄. In this framework a systemati study of QCDpotential in even higher orders an be aomplished. In partiular alula-tions of quarkonium spetrum at order �5s ln�s have been presented [32℄.
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